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ON THE UNITARY GROUPS Us(q)

WON SOK Yoo AND SEUNG AHN PARK

1. Introduction

The projective special unitary group PSUn(q2) is isomorphic to the
twisted Chevalley group 2 An- 1(q) of type An-I, where q is a prime
power. Use Un(q) to denote the group PSUn(q2). The simple group
2An _ t (q) can be studied in terms of its (B,N)-pair structure, and
so the group Un(q) can be done in this manner. The structure of the
group U4 (q) has been explicitly determined in [3].

The purpose of this paper is to study the structure of the group
Us(q) by using the (B,N)-pair structure of the group 2~(q). This
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explicitly determine
elements and a (B,N)-pair of the twisted Chevalley group 2~(q).

And an explicit isomorphism of 2~(q) onto Us(q) is also given. In
section 3, we determine maximal parabolic subgroups of Us(q) and
study the structure of some subgroups which are contained in those
parabolic subgroups. We also determine the elements of order p in
Us(q) and study the structure of their centralizers in Us(q). In sec
tion 4, we determine involutions in Us(q) and the structure of their
centralizers.

The notation and terminology in this paper are standard. They
are taken from [4) for the general finite groups and from [2] for the
finite simple groups of Lie type.

2. The group 2 A4 (q)

Let F be a finite field with q2 elements, where q = pm and p
is a prime. Let u be the automorphism of F of order 2 defined by
u(a) = a q for a E F. Denote u(a) by a, and let Fo = {a EFl a =
a} be the subfield of F consisting of all elements left invariant by u.

Let f be a non-degenerate Hermitian form on the five-dimensional
vector space F S defined by
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f(u, v) = OtIPS - Ot2P4 + Ot3P3 - Ot4P2 + OtSPI,

where u = (Otb Ot2, Ot3, Ot4, Ots), v = ({h, (32, (33, (34, (3s). Let J be the
matrix associated with the form f with respect to the standard basis
for F S • For eyery 5 X 5 matrix A over F, let A* be the matrix
obtained from A by replacing each entry Otij with Otij and then taking
the transpose. Then the general unitary group GUS (q2) is the set of
all matrices A satisfying AJA* = J. And we have

SUs(q2) = {A E GUs(q2) Idet A = 1}, Us(q) =SUs(q2)/Z,

where Z = {diag{A,A,A,A,A} lA E F, AS = 1, AX =1}.
The simple group Us(q) is isomorphic to the twisted Chevalley

group 2~(q), and this will be treated later in this section. Here
we will give a more detailed description for 2A4 (q) than that in [2).

Let ~ be the set of all roots of the simple Lie algebra £, of type
~ over the complex field. Relative to someflXed ordering < on ~,

the system of fundamental roots may be denoted by IT = {a, b, c, d}
with a < b < c < d.· The set of all positive roots is then ~+ =
{a, b, c, d, a + b, b+ c, c + d, a + b+ c, b+ c + d, a + b+ c + d}.

Let {hsl s E IT} U {er IrE ~} be a standard Chevalley basis for
.c, and Nr,s be the structure constant determined by the relation
[er, es) = Nr,ser+s for r, s E~. Then Nr,s is either ±1 or 0 ac
cording as r + s is a root or not. The signs of the structure constants
Nr,s may be chosen arbitrarilyforthe pairs (a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (a, b+
c), (b, c + d), (a + b, c + d), and then the structure constants for all
pairs are uniquely determined. We will set

(*) Na,b = -1, Nb,c = Nc,d = Na.,b+c = Nb,c+d = Na+b,c+d = 1.

Then it is easy to prove the following proposition.

(2.1) We have
Nc,a+b = Nd,a+b+c = 1, Nd,b+c = Na,b+c+d = -l.

Let xr(Ot), nr, hr(A) and heX) be elements ofthe Chevalley group
~(q2) as defined in [2), where r E ~+, Ot E F, A E F* = F - {O}
and X is an F - character. And let B = { hsl s E IT} U {er IrE ~}

be the basis of the extended Lie algebra £,F over the field F by .c.
Then the elements n r and hr ( A) act on B in the following manners:

(**) nr.hs = hwr(s), nr.es = "1r,sewr(s) for s E ~,
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hr(>.).hs = hs, hr(>.).es = >.Ar•es for s E ~,

where W r is the reflection defined by r and Ars = ~(r, si.
r, r

From (*), (**) and (2.1), we have the following three propositions.

(2.2) IT r, s, r + s E ~+, then "lr,s = Nr,s and "lr,r = "lr,-r = -1.
Futhennore, we have

"la,c = "la,d = "la,a+b = "la,c+d = "la,a+b+c+d = "lb,d = "lb,a+b+c

= "lb,a+b+c+d = "lc,a = "lc,b+c = "lc,b+c+d = "lc,a+b+c+d

= "ld,a = "ld,b = "ld,a+b = "ld,c+d = "ld,b+c+d = 1 ,
"la,a+b+c = "lb,a+b = "lb,b+c = "lb,b+c+d = "lc,c+d = "lc,a+b+c

= "ld,a+b+c+d = -1.

(2.3) For any r, s E ~+, we have
xr(a)xr(,8) = xr(a + ,8), [xr(a), xs(,8)] = xr+s(Nr,sa,8),
hr(>')hr(p) = hr(>'p), [hr(>'), hs(p)] = 1.

(2.4) For any r, S E ~+, we bave
hr(>.)-lxs(a)hr(>.) = xs(>.-A.. a ),

nr-lxs(a)nr = XWr(s)("lr,wr(s)a), nr-lhs(>.)nr = h(X),
where X is the F - character defined by X(t) = >. A. Wr (t) •

Let p denote the nontrivial symmetry of the Dynkin diagram for I:,
which is given by p(a) = d, p(b) = c, p(c) = b, p(d) = a. Then the
sets of the partition of ~+ defined by Steinberg are

SI = {a, d}, S2={b, c, b+c},
Sa = {a + b+ c, b+ c + d}, S4 = {a + b, c + d, a + b+ c + d}.
Define Wl = Wa 0 Wd and W2 = Wb+c = Wb 0 Wc 0 Wb. Then
wl(a)=-a, wl(b)=a+b, wl(c)=c+d, wl(d)=-d,
w2(a)=a+b+c, w2(b)=-c, w2(c)=-b, w2(d)=b+c+d.

Thus, Wl and W2 are involutions satisfying (Wl 0 W2)4 = 1, and the
action of these involutions on the sets Si are given by

Wl(S2) = S4, Wl(Sl) = -SI, Wl(Sa) = Sa,
W2(S2) = -S2, W2(Sl) = Sa, W2(S4) = S4·

Hence, the Weyl group W of the twisted Chevalley group 2 A4 (q) is
generated by Wl and W2, and W = (Wl' W2) is a dihedral group of
order 8.

Now, we define the elements of the twisted Chevalley group 2 A4 (q)
as follows:
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XI(a) = Xa(a)Xd(a), a E F;
X2(,8, ,) = Xb(,8)X c(P)Xb+c(,), ,8, , E F, , + t = -,8P;
X3(8) = Xa+b+c(8)Xb+c+d(6), 8 E F;
X4(e, 17) = Xa+b(e)XC+d(~)Xa+b+c+d(17), e, 17 E F, 17 + ij = -et;
hl(JL) = ha(JL)hd(p.), JL E F* = F - {O};
h2(A) = hb(A)hcC>'), AE F*; nl = nand, n2 = nbncnb.

Futhermore, we set
UI = {XI(a) la E F},
U3 = {x3(8) 18 E F},

U2 = {x2(.B, ,) 1,8, , E F, , + t = -,8P},
U4 = {X4(e, 17) le, 17 E F, 17 + ij = -et},
U = UI U2U3U4 •

Using (*),(**)and (2.1) '" (2.4), we can easily prove the following
properties (2.5) '" (2.12) of 2~(q).

(2.5) The multiplication in each Ui is given by
xI(a)xI(a') = xI(a + a'), X2({3, ,)X2(,8', 1) = X2(,8 + ,8'" +1-P,8'),

x3(8)X3(8') = x3(8 + 8'), X4(e, 17)X4(e', 17') = X4(e + e', TJ + 17' - ee')·
The subgroups UI, U2 , U3 and U4 are p-subgroups of 2~(q) such

that lUll = IU3 1 = q2 and IU2 1 = IU4 1 = q3. Moreover, both UI
and Us are elementary abelian p-subgroups of 2A4 (q).

(2.6) The commutator relations between elements of the Ui are
[Xl (a) , X2(,8,,)} = xs(-at)x4(-a,8, aat),
[xI(a) , xs(8)} = X4(O, a8 - (6), [X2(,8,/,) , X4(e,17)} = xs(pe),

and all other types of commutators between elements of the various
Ui are trivial.

Every element of U is uniquely expressed as a product
Xl (a)x2(,8, ,)xs(8)X4(e, 17).

The subgroup U is a Sylow p-subgroup of 2~(q) of order -qIO,
and its center Z(U) = {X4(O, 17) 117 + ij = O} is of order q.

(2.7) Let HI = {hl(JL) I JL E F*}, H2 = {h2(A)IA E F*}, H =
H I H2 , and let d = (5, q + 1). Then the following hold.

(1) The subgroups HI and H2 are cyclic groups of order q2 - 1
which are isomorphic to F*, and we have

hI (J1)h l (JL') = hI (JLJ1'), h2(A)h2(A') = h2(AN).

(2) The subgroup H is abelian of order ~(q2 -1?, and every el

ement of H can be expressed as a product hl(JL) h2(A). In addition,
we have hl (JL)h2(A) = 1 {:::=:> J1d = 1 and A= JL2.
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H d = 1, then H = HI X H 2. Otherwise, if d = 5, then HI nH2 =
{hl(p.) I p. E F, p.S = 1} and its order is 5.

(2.8) Let B = UH. Then B is the normalizer of U in 2~(q)

and the action of h = hl (p.)h2(>') on U is given by
h-lXl(o:)h = Xl(p.-2>.0:), h-lX2({3,I)h = X2(P.>.-2X{3, p.p,>.-lX-l l ),

h-l X3(6)h = X3(p.-l jiX-16), h-l x4(e,,.,)h = X4(Il- l >. -1 Xe, p.-l ji-l ,.,).

(2.9) Let M = (nI, n2), and let N = HM.
H q is even, then M is a dihedral group of order 8 generated by

two involutions nl and n2 satisfying (nln2)4 = 1 and MnH = {1}.
H q is odd, then M is a non - abe1ian group of order 16 such that

n~ = h l ( -1), n~ = 1, (nln2)4 = 1,
Z(M) = (h l ( -1)} X ((nln2)2), M' = ([nt, n2]), M n H = (hl ( -1)}.

The subgroup H is normal in N and the action of M on H IS

given by
ni'"lhl(p.)nl = hl(p.-l), ni'" l h2(>.)nl = hl (>.)h2(>.),
n2hl(p.)n2 = hl (p.)h2(p.jj), n2h2(>.)n2 = h2(X-l).

In addition, there is an isomorphism of N / H onto W which sends
nlH into Wl and n2H into W2, and we have H = B n N.

(2.10) The elements nl and n2 transform the elements of U ID

the following manners:
ni'"lxl(o:)nl = Xl(_0:-1 )hl(o:-l )nlXl(_0:-1), 0: E F*;
n2X2({3, l)n2 = X2({3I- l , 1'-1 )h2(_1-1 )n2X2({3;Y-t, 1-1), lE F*;
ni'"l x2({3,I)nl = X4({3, 1'), ni'"l x3(6)nl = x3(6),

ni'"I X4 (e, ,.,)nl = X2( -e, ,.,), n2xl(0:)n2 = X3(0:),
n2x3(6)n2 =xl(6), n2x4(e, ,.,)n2 = X4( -e, ,.,).

(2.11) The subgroups B and N form a (B,N)-pair of 2~(q).

The group 2~(q) is the disjoint union of eight double cosets of the
form BnB, where n runs through the transversal

N = {1, nI, n2, nln2, n2nI, nln2nI, n2nln2, (nl n 2)2}
of H in N. In fact, we have BnB = BnUn , where Un is the subgroup
of U given in the following table.

n: 1 nl n2 nln2 n2nl nln2nl n2nln2 (nl n2)2
Un: 1 Ul U2 U2U3 U1U4 Ut U3U4 U2U3U4 U

Moreover, Un is a complement of Un n-1Un in U.
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Each element of 2~(q) can be uniquely expressed as a product
bny, where b E B, n E N and y E Un.

(2.12) There exists an isomorphism of 2A4 (q) onto the unitary
group Us(q) = SUs(q2)/Z which sends

x,(a) into (1 711~) Z, x,(f!,'Y) into

(

1 1 1 6

1

6

1

-) Z,
x3(c5) into x4(e,77) into

where Z is the center of SUS(q2).

3. Parabolic subgroups and centralizers of elements of or
der p

From now on we identify Us(q) with the twisted Chevalley group
2A4 (q), where q = pm and p is a prime. The letters denoting the
elements or the specific subgroups of Us(q) which are introduced in
section 2 will keep their meaning throughout this paper.

In this section we will discuss some properties of several subgroups
contained in maximal parabolic subgroups of Us(q). We also explicitly
determine the elements of Us(q) oforder p and the centrallzers ofsome
elements of order p.
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BI = B U BnlUI, B2 = B U Bn2U2'
Then B I and B2 are maximal parabolic subgroups of Us(q). And
every parabolic subgroups of Us(q) is conjugate to either B, B I , B2
or Us(q).

Proof. This follows from the (B, N) - pair structure of Us(q).

(3.2) Let
B I = B U BnIUI , PI = UHI U UHlnlUI, P2 = UIHI U UIHlnIUI.

Then B I ::::> PI ::::> P2 and we have the following.
(1) B I has a maximal normal p-subgroup U2U3U4 oforder q8. The

subgroup UIH U UIHnlUI is a complement of U2U3U4 inBI .

(2) PI is a normal subgroup of B I such that B I = PIH2 and
PI n H2 = HI n H2. Thus BI/PI ~ H2/HI n H2, and so BdPI IS

cyclic of order 1(q2 - 1), where d = (5, q + 1).

(3) P2 is a complement of a normal subgroup U2U3U4 in PI.

Proof. The assertions follow from (2.5) '" (2.10). For the proof of
(2), notice that

hl(/-l)-lnlhl(/-l) = hl (/-l-2)nI, h2(A)-lnl h2 (A) = hl(A)nl'

(3.3) Let
B2 = B U Bn2U2, QI = UH2 U UHZn2UZ, Q2 = UzHz U UzHznzUz·
Then B2 ::::> QI ::::> Q2 and we have the following.

(1) B 2 has a maximal normal p-subgroup UI U3U4 of order q7.

The subgroup UzH U UzHnzUz is a complement of UIU3U4 in Bz.
(2) QI is a normal subgroup of B2 such that B2 = QIHI and

QI n HI = HI n H2. Thus Bz/QI ~ HI/HI n H2 ~ H2/HI n Hz ~

BdPI, and so BZ/QI is cyclic oforder 1(qZ -1), wh~re d = (5, q+1).

Moreover, QI is isomorphic to a subgroup of SUs(qZ).
(3) Qz is a complement of a normal subgroup UIU3U4 in QI, and

Qz ~ SU3(qZ).

Proof. The assertion (1) and the first part of (3) are obtained from
(2.5), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.10). Since

hl(/-l)-lnzhl(/-l) = hz(/-lMnz, hZ(A)-lnzhz(A) = hz(A-IX-I)nz,
the first assertion of (2) follows from (2.5) '" (2.10), and so the second
one follows from (2.7) and (3.2).
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By (2.12), there exists a monomorphism of Ql into SUs(q2) which
sends Xl (a), X2(.B,1')xa(c5)x4(€,77), h2(A), n2 into

respectively. Thus Ql is isomorphic to a subgroup of SUS (q2). By us
ing this monomorphism, we can show that there exists an isomorphism
of Q2 onto SUa(q2) which sends X2(.B,1'), h2(A), n2 into

(
1 .B -5)

1.B ,
1

respectively. Hence, we have Q2 ~ SUa(q2).

(3.4) Let
P = xl(Fo)Ha U xl(Fo)HanlXl(Fo),
T = n2Pn2 = xa(Fo)Hs U xa(Fo)Hsn2nln2Xa(Fo),

where xl(Fo) = {xl(a) Ia E Fo}, xa(Fo) = {xa(c5) I c5'E Fo}, Ha =
{hl(p) Ip E Fo*} and H~ = n2Han2 = {hl(p)h2(p2) Ip E Fo*}.
Then the following hold.

(1) P and T are subgroups of P2 = UlHl U UlHlnlUt, and we
have

P ~ T '" SL2(q2) '" SU2(q2).
(2) Let E = PT. Then E is a subgroup of Us(q), and we have
E = xl(Fo)xa(Fo)HaHs U xl(Fo)xa(Fo)HaHsnlxl(Fo) U xl(Fo)·

xa(Fo)HaHsn2nln2Xa(Fo) U'xl(Fo)xa(Fo)HaHs(nl n2)2xl (Fo)xa(Fo).
In addition, [P, T] = {1} and Z(E) = Z(P) = Z(T) = P n T =
Ha n Hs = (hl( -1)).
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(3) H q is even, then E = P X T, Z(E) = {I} and I E 1=
q2(q -1)\q + 1)2. Hq is odd, then E is the central product of P

1 2 2 2
and T such that Z(E) = (h t ( -I)} and IE 1= 2"q (q - 1) (q + 1) .

Proof. Let

where 0: E Fo and p. E Fo*. Then we can show that there exists an
isomorphism of P onto SU2(q2) which sends Xt(O:), ht(p.), nt into
y(o:), k(p.), rn, respectively. The assertions (2) and (3) follow from
(2.6) '" (2.10).

Compared to the subgroup P2, Q2 = U2H2U U2H2n2U2 has a nice
property as we can see in the next proposition. This proposition will
be useful in proving (4.2).

For the remainder of this paper, Ft denotes hE F I1+1' = a}.

(3.5) Let
Q = X2(O, FtlHo U X2(O, Fdh2(Ft *)n2X2(O, Ft),
R = U4H4 U U4H4ntn2ntU4,

where x2(O,Fd = {X2(O,,) I I E FIl, h2(Fi) = {h2(A) I A EFt},
Ho = {h2(A) I A E Fo*} and H4 = nt- tH2nt = {h t(p.)h2(p.) I p. E
F*}. Then the following hold.

(1) The group Q is a subgroup of Q2 = U2H2 U U2H2n2U2, and
we have

Q ~ SU2(q2) ~ SL2(q2), (Q2' nt-tQ2nt ) = Us(q).
(2) R is a subgroup of Us(q) such that R ~ Q2 ~ SU3 (q2).
(3) Let D2 = QR. Then D2 is a subgroup of Us(q), and we have

D2 = X2(O, Ft )U4HoH4 UX2(O, FdU4H4h2(Ft*)n2x2(O, Ft) UX2(O, Ft)·
U4HoH4ntn2ntU4 U X2(O, Ft)U4H4h2(Ft *)(ntn2)2x2(O, Ft )U4.

Moreover, [Q, R] = {I}, D2 = QxR and I D2 1= q4(q2 _1)2(q3+1).

Proof. Choose any non-zero element c in Ft. Then cFo = Ft.
Hence, every element ,'of Ft is uniquely expressed as a product of
the form I' = c, hE Fo). Set n = h2(e)n2. And let
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where 'Y E Fo and .\ E Fo*. Then there exists an isomorphism of Q
onto SU2(q2) which sends x2(O,e'Y), h2(.\), nl into yob), ko(.\), mo,
respectively. Thus, Q ~ SU2(q2) ~ SL2(q2).

Observe that nl-lQ2nl':-'- U4H4 U U4H4hl(-1)nln2nlU4' Since
[U2,U4] = Ua, n2Ua = Uln2, and since H2H4 = H, the subgroup
( Q2, nl-1Q2nl ) properly contains a maximal parabolic subgroup
B2 = B U Bn2U2. Hence, we have (Q2' nl-lQ2nI ) = Us(q) by
(3.1).

Now, set h(Jl) = hl(Jl)h2(Jl), 1= nln2nl. And let

(
1 e -if)

y(e, 7]) = 1 i '
where e, 7] E F, 7] + if = -et and p E F*. Then there exists an
isomorphism of R onto SUa(q2) which sends X4(e,7]), h(p), 1 into
Y(e,7]), k(Jl), m, respectively. Thus, R ~ Q2 ~ SUa(q2) by (3.3).

The assertion (3) follows from (2.6) '" (2.10).

We will now explicitly determine elements of order p in Us(q).
Since U is a Sylow p-subgroup of Us(q), it suffices to find all elements
of order p in U.

(3.6) The following is the list of all elements of order p which are
contained in the Sylow p-subgroup U = Ul U2UaU4.

(1) the case when p = 2.
(i) evezy element of the form Xl (a)xa(15)x4.(e, 7]),

where a E FO', 15, e, 7] E F, a6 + aD +et =°and '7 + if +et =0.
(ii) evezy element of the form X2(O, 'Y)xa(15)x4(O, 7]),

where 'Y E Fo* 15 E F and 7] E Fo.
(iii) evezy non-identity element of the form xa(15)x4(O, 7]),

where 15 E F and 7] E Fo.
(2) the case when p = 3.

(i) evezy element of the form XI (a)xa(15)x4(e, '7),
where a E F*, 15, e, 7] E F and 7] + if +et = 0.

(ii) evezy non-identity element ofthe form X2(O, 'Y)xa(15)x4(e, 7]),

where 'Y E Fo 15, e, 7] E F and 7] + if +et = 0.
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(3) the case when p 2: 5.
every non-identity element in U.

Proof. The proof of (3) is almost identical to that of the correspond
ing result in [3], and an easy calculation yields (1) and (2).

We now determine the centralizers of some elements of order p.
The element xa(1) is clearly a non-central element in U of order p.
Let c: be a fixed non-zero element such that c: +£" = 0. Then X4 (0, c:)
is a central element in U of order p by (2.5) and (2.6). Two elements
xa(1) and X4(0, c:) are not conjugate in U5(q). Hence, there are at
least two conjugacy classes of elements of order p. In particular, if q
is even, that is, if p = 2, then there are exactly two conjugacy classes
of involuitons in U5 (q)(cf. [6], p.255).

By (2.5) "J (2.10) and (3.3) "J (3.4), it is easy to prove the following
two propositions.

(3.7) Let Ca be the centralizer of x3(1) in U5 ( q) and d = (5, q +
1). Then we have the following.

(1) Ca is a subgroup of Bl = B U BnlUl, and we have
Ca = Xl (Fo)U2UaU4H6 U xl(Fo)U2UaU4H6nlxl(Fo),

1ICa 1= dq9 (q + 1)(q2 - 1),

where H6 = {h l (/-l)h2 (JlP-I) I Jl E F*}.
(2) Let D a be the normal closure of the Sylow p-subgroup xI(Fo)'

U2UaU4 in Ca. Then Ca/Da is cyclic of order ~(q + 1). In fact,

D a = Xl (Fo)U2UaU4Ha U xl(Fo)U2UaU4Hanlxl(Fo),
where Ha = {hl(/-l) l/-l E Fo*}.

(3) Let
Ea = U2 UaU4 , Pa = Xl (Fo)H6 U xl(Fo)H6 n lXl(Fo).

Then Ea is a maximal normal p-subgroup of Ca and Pa is a comple
ment of Ea in Ca. Moreover, Ea is a maximal normal p-subgroup
of D a and P = xl(Fo)Ha U xl(Fo)HanlXl(Fo) is a complement of
Ea in Da. Thus,

Da/Ea ~ P ~ SU2(q2).

(3.8) Let C4 be the centralizer of X4(0,E) in U5(q) where c: is a
fixed non-zero element in F such that c:+£" = 0, and let d = (5, q+1).
Then we have the following.
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(1) C4 is a subgroup of B2 = B u Bn2U2, and we have

C4 = UH7H 2 U UH7H2n2U2, IC4 I= ~qlO(q + 1)(q2 _1)(q3 + 1),

where H7 = {hl(p) I pE F*, pp, = 1}.
(2) Let D4 be the normal closure of the Sylow p-subgroup U in

C4. Then C4/ D4 is cyclic of order ~(q+ 1). In fact,

D4 = UH2 U UH2n2U2.
(3) Let

E4 = Ul U3U4, Q4 = U2H7H2 U U2H7H2n2U2.
Then E4 is a maximal normal p-subgroup of C4 and Q4 is a com
plement of E4 in C4. Moreover, E4 is a maximal normal p-subgroup
of D4 and Q2 = U2H2 U U2H2n2U2 is a complement of E4 in D 4.
Thus,

4. Involutions and their centralIzers

An important insight into the structure of a finite simple group has
been obtained by studying that of centralizers for involutions.

In this section we will explicitly determine involutions of Us(q) and
the centralizers of involutions in Us(q).

(4.1) Assume that q is odd, and let Cl be the centralizer of the
involution hl(-I) in Us(q) and d = (5,q + 1). Then the following
hold.

(1) We have
Cl = UlX2(O,Fl)U3X4(O,Fl)H

U UlX2(O, Ft)U3X4(O, Fl)HnlUl
U Ul X2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl)Hn2x2(O,Fl)
U UlX2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl )Hnln2 x2(o, Fl )U3
U UlX2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl )Hn2n l UlX4(O, FI)
U UlX2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl)Hnln2nlUlU3x4(O, Fl )

U UlX2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl)Hn2nln2x2(O, Fl)U3X4(O, Fl )

U UlX2(O, Fl )U3X4(O, Fl)H(nln2)2Ulx2(O,FI)UaX4(O, FI),

ICl I= ~l(q2 _1)2(q + 1)(q2 + 1)(q3 + 1),

where x4(O,Fd = {X4(O,77) 177 EFl}.
(2) Let Dl be the normal closure of the Sylow p-subgroup SI =
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UIX2(O,FI)UaX4(O,FI) in Cl. Then D I ~ SU4(q2) and Cl/DI is

cyclic of order 1(q + 1). In fact,

D I = UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O, FdHIHo
U UIX2(O, FI)UaX4(O, FdHIHonlUI
U UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O, FdHl h2(FI*)n2x2(O, Fd
U UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O, FI)Hlh2(Fnnln2x2(O, FI)Ua
U UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O,FI)Hlh2(FI *)n2nIUlx4(O, Fd
U UIX2(O, FI)UaX4(O, FdHl h2(FI*)nln2nIUIUaX4(O, Fd
U UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O, FI)HIHon2nl n2x2(O, FdUaX4(O, Fd
U UIX2(O, FdUaX4(O, FI)HIHo(nln2)2Ulx2(O, FI)UaX4(O, Fd,

where Ho = {h2 (A) I AE FO}.

Proof. By (2.8) and (2.9), it is easy to prove that the centralizer
of hl (-1) in U is UIX2(O,FdUaX4(O, FI) and N is centralized by
hI (-1). From these facts and (2.11), we obtain the result (1).

Since D I is a normal subgroup of Cl containing SI, we have
DI :::> UI(nl-IUlndUI :::> Hln},

D I :::> X2(O, Fd(n2X2(0, FI)n2)X2(0, FI) :::> h2(FI*)n2
by (2.10). On the other hand, by (2.7) row (2.8), (Hln}, h2(Ft)n2} =
HIHo U HIHoLnl U Hlh2(Ft)n2 U Hlh2(Ft)ntn2 U Hth2(Ft)n2nl
UHth2(Ft)ntn2nl U HIHon2ntn2 U HIHo(ntn2)2. Thus, the last
assertion of (2) holds by (2.5) '" (2.11). Moreover, this gives Ct =
DIH, D I n H = HtHo. Hence, CI/DI ~ H/HtHo, and so Ct/DI

is cyclic of order 1(q + 1).

Let c be a fixed non-zero element in FI • As noted in the proof of
(3.5), every element " of F I is uniquely expressed as a product of the
form " = c, hE Fo). Set It = nIl 12 = h2(c)n2' And let
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where a, 6 E F, p, E F*, ,,1/ E Fo and A E Fo. ,Then we can
show that there is an isomorphism of D1 onto SU4 (q2) which sends
x1(a), x2(0,e,)x3(eo)x4(0,e1/), h1(1t), h2(A), It, 12 into Y1(a),
Y2C'Y)Y3(O)Y4(1/), k1(p,), k2(A), m1, m2, respectively (cj. {3D. Thus,
the assertion (2) holds. '

(4.2) Assume that q is odd, and let C2 be the centralizer of the
involution h2(-1) in Us(q) and d = (5, q + 1). Then the following
hold.

(1) We have
C2 =x2(0,F1)U411 U x2(0,F1)U411n2x2(0,F1)

U x2(0,F1)U411n1n2nlU4 U X2(0, F1)U411(n1n2)2x2(O, F1)U4,

IC2 I= ~q4(q2 - l)\q + 1)(q3 + 1).

(2) Let D2 be the normal closure of the Sylow p-subgroup S2 =
x2(O,F1)U4 in C2. Then D2 = Q X R, Q:::: SU2(q2), R ~ SU3(q3)

and C2 / D2 is cyclic of order ~(q + 1). In fact,

D2 = X2(O, F1)U4114110 U X2(O, F1)U4114h2(Fnn2x2(O, F1) U X2(O, F1)·
U411411on1n2n1U4 U X2(O, F1)U4114h2(Fn(n1n2)2x2(O, FdU4,

Q = x2(O,F1)110 U x2(O,Fdh2(F]*)n2x2(O,F1),
R = U4114 U U4114n1n2n1U4,

where 110 = {h2(A) I A E Fo}and 114 = {h1(A)h2(A) I A E F*}.

Proof. By (2.8), the centraIizer of h2(-1) in U is x2(O,FdU4 and
the centralizer of this involution in N is 11(n2' n1n2n1). From these
facts and (2.11), we obtain the result (1).

Note that
(n1n2n1r1x2(O,i)(n1n2n1) =X2(O,,), (n1n2nd-1x4(~' 11)(n1n2n1)

=X4( _~11-1 ,1/-1 )h2(-1)h1(1/-1 )h2(11-1)n1n2n1X4(_~ij-1, ,.,-1),
where, E Ft, e,11 E F and 1/ + ij = -~e. Hence, it follows from
(2.10) that

D2 ::> x2(0,F2)(n2x2(0,F1)n2)x2(0,F1) ::> h2(F1*)n2'
D2 ::> U4(n1n2n1)-lU4(n1nind)U4 ::> h2(-1)114n1n2n1.

On the other hand, by (2.7) and (2.10),
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(h2(Fnn2' h2(-1)H4n ln2n l )
= H4Ho U H4h2(Fi)n2 U H4Honln2nl U H4h2(Fn(nln2)2.

Thus, we have the last assertion of (2). Moreover, this gives C2 =
D2H, D2 n H = H4Ho. Hence C2/D2 ~ H/H4Ho, and so C2/D2

is cyclic of order 1(q +1). On the other hand, D2 = Q X R, Q~
SU2(q2), R ~ SU3(q3) by (3.5). Thus the assertion (2) holds.

(4.3) Assume that q is odd. Then there are exactly two conju
gacy classes of involutions in Us(q) with representatives hl ( -1) and
h2( -1). Thus, the centralizer of any involution in Us(q) is conjugate
in Us(q) to either Cl or c2 •

Proof. Let d = (5, q + 1) and let 2m be the highest power of 2
dividing q -1, that is, 2m 11 q -1. Then it is easy to show that

22m+S 11 1Nl , 22m+5 IIlUs(q)l·
Hence, any Sylow 2-subgroup of N is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Us(q),
and so every involution of Us(q) is conjugate in Us(q) to an involution
in N.

On the other hand, we have the following list of all involutions in
N by (2.7) and (2.9).

(I) hl ( -1);
hl (-A-l X)h2(A)n2, AE F*, (A-lX)d = 1;
hl(A2X-l)h2(A)nln2nll AE F*, (A-lX)d = 1.

(11) h2 ( -1);
hl (p)h2 ( _p2), pE F*, pd = -1;
hl (p)h2(A)nl, p, A E F*, Ad = -1;

hl (A-l X)h2(A)n2' AE F*, (A-lX)d = 1;

hl(-A2X-l)h2(A)nln2nl' AE F*, (A-lX)d = 1;
hl (p)h2(pp,X-l )n2nln2, p, A E F*, Ad = -1;

hl (p)h2(p2eO -1)(nln2)2, pE F*, (p-lp,)d = 1
and eo is a primitive (q - 1) - th root of unity in F*.

Now we can show that involutions in (I) are conjugate in Us(q) to
h l ( -1) and involutions in (11) are conjugate to h2( -1).

(4.4) Assume that q is even. Then there are exactly two conju
gacy classes of involutions in Us(q) with representatives x3(1) and
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x4(O,1). Thus the centralizer of any involution in U5 (q) is conjugate
in U5 (q) to either Ca or C4 in (3.7) and (3.8).

Proof. Since any Sylow 2-subgroup of U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
Us(q), every involution of Us(q) is conjugate in U5 (q) to an involution
in U.

On the other hand, the following is the list of all involutions in U.

(I) xl(a)xa(8)X4(e,1]), aEFo,8,e,1]EF,
as +a8 +ee = 0, 1] + Tj + ee = 0;

X2(O,,)X3(8)X4(0,1]), ,EFo*, 8EF, 1]EFo, 8S=I,1];
x3(8)X4(O,1]), 8 E F*, 1] E Fo·

(ll) X2(O, 1')x3(8)X4(0, 1]), ,EFo*, 8EF, 1]EFo, 8S=1'1];
X4(0,1]), 1]EFo*.

Now we can show that involutions in (I) are conjugat'e in Us(q) to
xa(1) and involutions in (ll) are conjugate to x4(0,1).
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